
EARRINGS
AND FACE
SHAPE
GUIDE



Earrings 
always fit.



The first step to picking a
great pair of earrings for
you is to determine your
face shape. The most
common face shapes are: 

ROUND
HEART-SHAPED
SQUARE
RECTANGULAR
DIMOND-SHAPED
OVAL

Your 
Face
Shape

As with dressing for your
body type, the right earrings
will draw attention to your
best features. They will add
contrast and provide
symmetry. Often, it will just
look and feel right for you. 

With Studs+ Stones you can
wear your favourite studs and
add on a range of different
ear jackets that will flatter
your face shape. 

STUDSSTONES .COM



ROUND
Longer, slimmer drop earrings
work especially well with
round faces. They can add
length and balance. 

Have a look at our Avenue
and long drop pearl
collections. 

HEART
For a heart-shaped face, we
want to balance and
complement the chin.

Here, chandelier and tear-
drop shaped earrings are a
great choice. Something that
is wider at the bottom is best. 

Our Swing collection is a
great fit. 



SQUARE
Rounded or curved earrings
really suit a square-shaped
face. Avoid anything too
geometric here.

Studs with our hoop jackets
are the perfect fit and come
in a range of colours. 

RECTANGLE
With a longer face shape,
we can add a bit of width!

Studs with short but bold
dangles work really well. 
 
Don't be afraid to add a
bit of colour to draw the
eye!



DIAMOND
Diamond-shaped faces suit
diamond studs, of course! 

To dress it up a little you can
add a bit of softness with
smaller, rounded drops. 

Our gemstone drops, like
these in Onyx, work well. 

OVAL
Great news, an oval face
works with most types of
earrings. Short drops, long
dangles, round or geometric,
you can wear whatever you
love and know it will suit you.

Why not pick our signature
Baroque pearls? 



We believe in women who stand
out, take up space and want to be
seen. Our purpose is to empower
women to be and feel bold,
confident, creative and unique. 

We make handcrafted,
interchangeable gemstone and
pearl earring jackets that help
you to add your personality to
classic stud earrings.

About 

FIND OUT MORE AT STUDSSTONES.COM 


